Quince Amsterdam is looking for you:

Unity Developer

03 November 2014, Amsterdam

Virtual reality/augmented reality/mixed reality
Quince is developing interactive installations for retail

»

set to get things done.

and events for over 10 years now. Since 2014 we
are experimenting and developing Virtual Reality,
Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality content for

You can think outside the box and have a mind-

»

You communicate effectively in English.

the Oculus Rift, Samsung Gear VR, HTC Vive and

It is a big plus if you have:

soon also for the Hololens. We create our own 360

»

Experience with backend development, which

degrees movies, making them interactive and building

allows you to be a full stack developer when

immersive experiences for our international clients.

required.

What you will be working on:
»
»

Experience with the Unreal engine, WebGL or
other relevant frameworks.

Developing, releasing, and maintaining the

»

Feeling with 3D design (modelling/texturing).

different immersive experiences.

»

Knowledge of rendering special effects into real

Developing, releasing, and maintaining games
for events and retail.

»

»

Taking responsibility and ownership for delivering
high quality software.

footage.
»

Knowledge about optimising 3D models for
quality vs performance

»

Identifying and solve problems pro-actively.

Interested?

»

Researching and implementing with the

This job opening entails for 32-40 hours per week,

latest technologies (Whiplash chair, VR suits,

with the possibility of extension.

Controllers, Leap Motion, cameras, etc…).
»

Sharing your knowledge, experience and be a

Please call or mail us if you’re interested. Direct

technical sparring partner for your colleagues.

applications only.

What we like:
»
»

»

You have deep understanding for 3D, Unity and

Assumburg 73

C# development.

1081 GB Amsterdam

You have good knowledge of the latest Unity,

The Netherlands

Virtual/Augmented Reality technologies and

+31 20 347 1000

trends.

www.quince.nl

You have 5+ years of development experience of

jobs@quince.nl

which at least 2 years with Unity.
»

You have a deep understanding of the do’s and
don’t regarding 3D rendering.

»

Quince Amsterdam B.V.

Good knowledge of RESTful APIs to integrate
applications to server side systems.

